
ACIS Memo # PS{97Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyCenter For Space ResearchCambridge, Massachusetts 02139Room 37-662D, e-mail: gyp@space.mit.eduFrom: Gregory PrigozhinTo: ACIS TeamSubject: CCD gain stability, frontside illuminated deviceDate: December 19, 1995The same measurement of the gain change with the temperature as described in ACIS Memo#PS{96 was made with the frontside illuminated device w103c4 (this is one of the BESSY calibrateddevices). At each temperature (�1300, �1200, and �1100 C) 100 frames with X-rays were taken,as well as 15 bias frames. Histograms were produced using acisanal1 and acisanal2, and a singlegaussian �t made to the K� line in a sinlge pixel events (grade 0) distribution. The gain was de�nedas a gaussian peak centroid divided by 5890=3:65 electrons. The data were acquired using the L-boxacis1. The results are shown in the following table. Statistical error in the gain determination,calculated as �=pNcounts, is less than �0.0002 ADU=electron for all four outputs.Temp. Gain, ADU=electron Noise, electronsout A out B out C out D out A out B out C out D�1100 C 1.71241 1.58724 1.64572 1.58686 5.76 6.17 6.92 5.85�1200 C 1.71233 1.58839 1.64479 1.58667 5.91 6.32 7.0 5.92�1300 C 1.70796 1.58381 1.64154 1.58257 5.75 6.081 6.67 5.90The trend here is the same as for the backside illuminated device, the gain goes up with thetemperature. The change in the gain is about the same, namely, below 0.3% for all the outputs. Inthis experiment the sequence of temperature setpoints was chosen to be opposite to what it was inthe previous run. This is a good indicator that the change in the gain is CCD related, not causedby the drift of the electronics. A plot of the temperature as a function time for this run is shownon the Fig. 1. The di�erence with the backside device is that here most of the change in the gainhappens from �1300 to �1200 C.So, for this device the result is close to what had been seen on the backside chip: with thetemperature variations within �20 the gain variations will be roughly within �0:03%.
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Figure 1: Temperature of the CCD during the entire run as a function of time.
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